
STATE BOARD OF TECHINICAL EDUCATION AND TRANING 

ANDHRA PRADESH: : HYDERABAD 


PRESS RELEASE 


The Secretary, State Board of Technical Education and Training, AP, Hyderabad, 

infonns that the results of Polytechnic Common Entrance Test (POLYCET-2014) which was 

held on 21-05-2014 will be released at 1.00 PM on 31 -05-2014. 

Sd/

Hyderabad SECRETARY 

Dated: 31-05-2014 



STATE BOARD OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING 

ANDHRAPRADESH::HYDERABAD 


PRESS RELEASE 
Dated: 31-05-2014 

The Polytechnic Common Entrance Test (POL YCET -2014) was held on 21-05

2014. Prof. L. Venugopal Reddy Garu, Chairman, A.P. State Council of Higher 

Education, Hyderabad has released the results on 31-05-2014. Out of 2,54,082 (Two lakh 

fifty four thousand eighty two) candidates registered, 2,38,947 ( Two lakh thirty eight 

thousand nine hundred and forty seven) candidates have appeared for the examination. 

Further 1,67,360 candidates have qualified at the exam, representing 70.04 % . Out of 

the 1,72,684 boys appeared for the examination 1,16,914 boys are qualified, indicating 

that 67.70 %. Similarly out of the 66,263 Girl candidates appeared for the examination, 

50,446 girls have qualified representing a pass percentage of 76.13 %. Details of the 

candidates Registered! Appeared/Qualified from each district, Gender wise along with other 

statistical data of POL YCET-2014 are enclosed. 

The minimum qualifying marks at POLYCET-2014 is 30% i.e. 36 marks out of 120 

for all category candidates, except SC and ST for whom there is no minimum qualifying 

marks, All the SC / ST candidates who have appeared for the POL YCET examination thus 

have qualified and have been assigned ranks based on their performance. 

Ranking have been assigned to candidates based on total marks secured at 

POL YCET-2014. In case of tie in the total marks secured, the same has been resolved by 

awarding a better rank to candidate who secured higher marks in mathematics, and in case of 

the tie still persisting by taking marks secured in physics into consideration. Candidates have 

been awarded the same rank on non resolution of tie based on the above criterion .Resolution 

of tie will be taken up based on Date of birth and total marks secured in SSC examination 

after declaration of SSC results and at the time of verification of certificates during web 

counseling when the data will be available. 

The first three ranks at POI~YCET-2014 have been bagged by candidates who 

have appeared for the Examination from Hyderabad and West Godavari 

Districts. The first rank has been secured from Hyderabad by Sri KADARU SAHITH. 



with hall ticket no 2351794, who secured a total of 119 out of 120 marks. The second 

rank has been secured by two students from West Godavari district Sri. MALLINA 

Y ASW ANTH CHOWDARY, with hall ticket no 6761873 and Sri. CHILUKURI 

NITHESH CHOWDARY, with hall ticket DO 6711045 respectively, both were secured 

118 marks out of 120. Details of the candidates who secured the top 10 ranks in the 

state. as also details of Boys and Girls who secured the top 3 ranks in each region is 

enclosed. 

Results of POL YCET -2014 shall also be available on the following websites. 

htt;p:lldteap.ac.in,http://sbtetap.gov.in, . https:llapceep.nic.in, www.eenadu.net. 

www.manabadLcom, www.vidyavision.co, www.schools9.com, www.apschoolsinfo.com, 

www,indiaresults.com. www.exametc.com. www.bharatstudent.com, www.pratibhaplus.com. 

Ranks will be communicated to the candidate through SMS. 

The rank cards of POLYCET-2014 can be downloaded from website 

htt;ps:llapceep.nic.in by the candidate from 31-05-2014. The scanned OMR answer scripts 

will be placed in the same website from 04-06-2014 for individual verification of the 

candidate appeared for Examination. Web C()unseling will commences from second week of 

June 2014 however, the detailed notification with regard to web counseling for admission 

into polytechnics in the state shall be released by the Commissioner of Technical Education, 

Andhra Pradesh, Hyderabad in due course in leading News papers published and circulated in 

Andhra Pradesh. Candidate shall attend for the verification of certificates programme as per 

the schedule, based on their rank indicated in the notification. The Notification in the news 

papers shall it self be treated as a call letter for web counseling for admission even if rank 

card is not received by the candidate. No separate call letter for verification of certificates and 

the web counseling shall be sent to the candidate. Candidates ,may please note that failure on 

their part to attend the verification of certificates programme as part of web counseling may 

result in becoming in eligible for being considered for admission into any polytechnic in the 

state for academic year 2014-2015. 

Sd/· 
SECRETARY 


